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ConsiderationsConsiderations

•• Already a number of successful detections by Already a number of successful detections by 

advanced amateursadvanced amateurs

•• Usually larger telescopes (>10Usually larger telescopes (>10””))

•• Cooled CCD (expensive)Cooled CCD (expensive)

•• Guided imagingGuided imaging

•• Can amateurs detect Can amateurs detect exoplanetexoplanet transits with transits with 

inexpensive equipment?inexpensive equipment?



ConsiderationsConsiderations

•• WebcamWebcam / / FirewireFirewire camcam

•• uncooleduncooled

•• 88--bit bit dynamicdynamic rangerange

•• Small Small scopescope

•• 22““ to 4to 4““

•• UnguidedUnguided imagingimaging

•• MethodMethod of relative of relative photometryphotometry



ProblemsProblems

•• Low dynamic range of the sensorLow dynamic range of the sensor

•• Quickly saturatedQuickly saturated

•• relatively insensitive to brightness differencesrelatively insensitive to brightness differences

•• Sensitivity needed is much less than one levelSensitivity needed is much less than one level

•• UncooledUncooled sensorsensor

•• Noise much strongerNoise much stronger

•• Low SNRLow SNR

•• Unguided imagingUnguided imaging

•• Blurring of the starsBlurring of the stars



Problem Problem resolutionresolution

•• Intentional defocusingIntentional defocusing

•• Professionals often use FWHM = 3Professionals often use FWHM = 3““ to 4to 4““

•• Much stronger defocusing needed hereMuch stronger defocusing needed here

•• Prevents quick saturation (only 8Prevents quick saturation (only 8--bit!)bit!)

•• Integrate over all pixels of the starIntegrate over all pixels of the star

•• Artificial increase of the dynamic rangeArtificial increase of the dynamic range

•• Much better sensitivity to brightness changesMuch better sensitivity to brightness changes

•• Much improved SNRMuch improved SNR

•• Limits the effects of image blurLimits the effects of image blur



LimitationsLimitations

•• Exposure time increasesExposure time increases

•• Detection limited to Detection limited to ““brightbright”” starsstars

The brightest The brightest exoplanetexoplanet transit starstransit stars

44hh1414mm0.490.498.78.7HATHAT--PP--2 2 

33hh0606mm0.700.708.28.2HD 17156 HD 17156 

33hh1717mm0.290.298.28.2HD 149026 HD 149026 

33hh0404mm1.501.507.77.7HD 209458 HD 209458 

11hh4949mm2.632.637.77.7HD 189733HD 189733

DurationDurationDepthDepth (%)(%)Mag.Mag.NameName



HD 189733HD 189733

•• Large Large transittransit depthdepth

•• Short Short transittransit

•• ConstellationConstellation VulpeculaVulpecula

•• ObservableObservable vom spring vom spring throughthrough autumnautumn

Observation Observation locationlocation

•• SuburbSuburb of Hannoverof Hannover

•• South South lookinglooking balconybalcony



InstrumentationInstrumentation

•• TakahshiTakahshi FSFS--60C (+f/6.1 60C (+f/6.1 correctorcorrector lenslens))

•• ApertureAperture = 6 cm = 2.4= 6 cm = 2.4““

•• FocalFocal lenghtlenght = 372 mm= 372 mm

•• DMK 31AU03.ASDMK 31AU03.AS

•• FirewireFirewire cameracamera

•• 88--bit bit dynamicdynamic rangerange

•• 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 pixelpixel (FOV = 45(FOV = 45‘‘ x 30x 30‘‘))

•• German German equatorialequatorial mountmount

•• carefulcareful polar polar alignmentalignment



Methodology/ProcessingMethodology/Processing

•• Record uncompressed AVI filmRecord uncompressed AVI film

•• Dark frame subtraction + flat fieldDark frame subtraction + flat field

•• Align the frames on HD 189733Align the frames on HD 189733

•• Generate an average frameGenerate an average frame

•• Generate a maskGenerate a mask

•• only allow pixels of HD 189733 (Sonly allow pixels of HD 189733 (S11) and reference ) and reference 

stars (Sstars (S22))



MethodologyMethodology//ProcessingProcessing

•• CoaddCoadd pixels of Spixels of S11 and Sand S22 separately (for each time step)separately (for each time step)

•• DivideDivide thethe time time seriesseries + + normalizationnormalization

•• Fit a Fit a transittransit light light curvecurve

•• afterafter MMANDELANDEL and Aand AGOLGOL, 2002, 2002
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TypicalTypical singlesingle imageimage

HD 189733

HD 345459

HD 189657

HD 345467

HD 345464

M 27

FWHM ≈ 65“ t = 46.476 s



AverageAverage frameframe

• dark frame substracted
• flat field corrected



MaskMask

S1

S2

S2

S2

S2

S1: HD 189733

S2: Reference stars



First Observation First Observation –– 07 07 JuneJune 2007, 23:14 UT2007, 23:14 UT

•• Ambient Ambient temperaturetemperature: +18: +18°°C to +20C to +20°°CC

•• ClearClear skiesskies

Central transit, 23:14 UT End of transit, 00:09 UT (08 June)



Second Observation Second Observation –– 16 16 OctOct 2007, 20:45 UT2007, 20:45 UT

•• Ambient temperature: +12Ambient temperature: +12°°C to +14C to +14°°CC

•• Clear skies, intermittent cloud fieldsClear skies, intermittent cloud fields

original
data points

5-minute-

average

clouds clouds



SummarySummary

•• ExoplanetExoplanet transittransit observationobservation isis possiblepossible withwith

modestmodest amateuramateur equipmentequipment

•• StrongStrong defocusingdefocusing increasesincreases SNRSNR

•• SophisticatedSophisticated datadata analysisanalysis necessarynecessary


